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About This Game

CHOOSE YOUR FACTION

Play as the rich and ancient Vespitole, the ruthless and savage Daramek, the mysterious society known as Metris, or the
reclusive and powerful Endazu. Each faction has their own heroes, their own cards, and their own unique play style. Play over

20 different unique heroes as you navigate the dark fantasy world of WAR OF OMENS.
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 Unique deckbuilder ccg hybrid gameplay

 Rich story-driven campaign mode

 Fast strategic battles

 Player vs. player draft tournaments and constructed matches

 4 separate factions and over 24 heroes, each with their own special abilities

 All cards can be earned through play, truly free to play!

 Fully cross-platform between steam, phone, and web

 Beautiful hand-drawn and original artwork

REFRESHINGLY CLEAR, REMARKABLY FUN

WAR OF OMENS features a unique deck building mechanic that enables you to do a multitude of actions per turn. Engage in
fast-paced combat with other players. Collect, win, and craft cards to assemble a powerful deck to prove your dominion over

your opponents.
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ARE YOU STILL READING THIS?

Okay let's get real

War of Omens is a two-developer project. We're on the Discord server all the time, and we play the game too. We try to not be
greedy and give you most everything you can have, for free. You'll see dozens of hours of gameplay before you'd even benefit
from spending; and at that point, a $10 purchase is all it takes to be completely set. And even that isn't necessary to progress or
be competitive. We're not out to get rich; we just want to keep doing this: our dream job. It's free, so why not give it a try to see

if you like it?
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